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Software Supplied

Introduction
Thank you for choosing Virtual CD TS. Virtual CD TS is the leading CD-ROM server with dedicated
support for terminal server environments. You can run Virtual CD TS both in Microsoft Terminal Server
environments and in conjunction with MetaFrame 1.8 and MetaFrame XP from Citrix.
Virtual CD’s terminal server support integrates the following elements:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

All terminal server-specific options and all the advantages of a multi-user environment.
Increased speed in working with CD-ROMs, as data is read directly from a hard drive rather than
a physical CD.
Direct access to CDs without having to insert and remove physical CD-ROMs.
Concurrent use of different CD-based applications.
Centralized control of basic CD functions (insert / eject / management).
Distribution of defined working environments for users, with drives assigned and CDs/DVDs
inserted according to NT group membership and NT user accounts.
Integration in Windows NT4/Windows 2000 security policies.
Use of virtual CDs in parallel terminal server sessions that use the same drive letters for emulated
(virtual) CD drives.
Distribution of virtual CDs within the network, making one CD accessible from different servers.

Software Supplied
In addition to the software for operating Virtual CD in a terminal server environment, you also receive
the Virtual CD for Networks program when you purchase Virtual CD TS. The network edition is required
for creating virtual CDs, and can be installed on up to five Windows workstations in your network.

New in Virtual CD 5 TS
Anyone familiar with Virtual CD TS 3 will be particularly interested to hear of the new features we have
integrated in Version 5:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

DVD support (not subject to FAT32 file size restrictions!)
Optional password protection for virtual CDs/DVDs
New data reading techniques (RAW mode including subchannel data) to support the latest CD
technology
Simplified “Easy Copy Mode” for beginners
Virtual CDs can be sorted into categories for organization in special Virtual CD folders
You can import ISO-format image files (the format used by CD-writing software)
Improved data compression techniques
Support for audio CDs (see Settings for Audio Tracks and Audio CDs and Video DVDs).
You can group terminal servers in pools and configure Virtual CD settings for all servers in a
pool at one time. The licenses registered in the member servers are pooled as well.

In order to integrate the new functions in Virtual CD, we have implemented a whole new file format.
The new files have the extension .vc4, rather than the old .fcd extension.

Audio CDs and Video DVDs
Version 5 is the first version of Virtual CD TS to support audio CDs and video DVDs. This support is
subject to a few prerequisites, however, as described below.

Audio CDs
Virtual audio CDs must be created as data files (rather than sound files) under Virtual CD. Furthermore,
you need to use a CD player that can play CDs in a server session.
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Video DVDs
The main factor concerning DVDs in this context is the fact that a large number of DVD players use a
DirectX interface to output image data. Unfortunately, terminal server sessions do not provide full
support for DirectX. Before creating a virtual video DVD, check whether your DVD player can display
image data within a session.

Document Conventions
The latest version of Virtual CD provides 100% support for DVDs. References in this manual to CDs and
CD properties generally apply to DVDs as well. Any exceptions are pointed out explicitly in this manual.
The following formats are used to point out special settings and features in this documentation:
Bold face type indicates either a specific procedure or a part of a program, such as a button or a menu
title.

Bold, italic type indicates a menu command (such as Start / Programs / Virtual CD 5 TS / CD
Management).
Notes or procedures that are especially important are highlighted by an exclamation point
like the one you see here on the left.
Tips and tricks for simplifying procedures are marked by the light-bulb symbol shown
here.
The following definitions of some Virtual CD-specific terms may be helpful:
·
·

·

Virtual CD drives: These look just like “real” CD drives in your Windows Explorer. You can set
up as many virtual drives as you have drive letters available (generally E: through Z:).
Virtual CDs: These are images of CD contents, and are shown with symbols in the right-hand
pane of the Virtual CD Management program (the main Virtual CD program). The number of
virtual CDs you can create is limited only by the disk space you have available for their container
files.
Virtual CD container files: These are the files on the hard disk that contain the user data from
a CD.

About This Manual
The following chapters are arranged according to topic and provide a step-by-step description of how
to use the Virtual CD TS program. You can either read the entire manual or use simply it as a reference
for finding specific information.
Installation tells you how to install the software and lists the system requirements. First Steps describes
the settings you need to configure for Virtual CD TS. Setting Up Virtual CD TS explains how to
integrate the program in an existing terminal server environment and describes the program functions.
Working with Virtual CD TS provides all the information you need to create, use and manage virtual
CDs, and describes the central administration functions. The Appendix summarizes the CD formats
supported and the Virtual CD TS directory structure, and provides tips for troubleshooting.
This documentation assumes a working knowledge of and experience with the administration of Windows
NT4/Windows 2000 terminal servers. Technical aspects that specifically concern the Windows system
are not explained here; please refer to your operating system documentation for details as needed.

Further Information
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Important Note
Virtual CD TS is designed for use with terminal servers, which means it is used in a complex environment.
We have done our best to make the software as simple and self-explanatory as possible. Still, you may
have some questions that are not answered in this manual or in the Virtual CD TS Help program. For
additional information you can visit our Web site, where you will find a knowledge base that answers
frequently asked questions and addresses specific problems that have been brought to our attention. In
the Virtual CD TS CD Management program, select Help / About for a list of URLs to specific information
pages.

Important Note
If you use licensed software programs provided on CD-ROMs,
creation of multiple virtual CDs from a physical CD or
simultaneous use of a virtual CD and the physical CD it was
made from on two different computers may constitute a breach
of your software licensing agreement with the manufacturer
of the software in question. Make sure you read the manufacturer’s
licensing terms and conditions carefully for detailed information.

Prerequisites
The following conditions are necessary for running Virtual CD TS:
·
·
·

Virtual CD TS must be installed on one or more terminal server(s).
Virtual CD for Networks must be installed on one or more workstation(s).
The settings in Virtual CD TS and in Virtual CD for Networks must be adapted for parallel use.

The network version of Virtual CD is required for creating virtual CDs. We do not
recommend installing Virtual CD for Networks on the terminal server, as this can have
undesirable side effects.
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Installation
Please observe the following to ensure successful installation of your Virtual CD TS:
·
·

Virtual CD TS must be installed from the console of your terminal server.
Installation must be performed under an administrative account.

To avoid problems during installation, make sure your system meets the requirements
listed below. If you need to install additional components or service packs, please do
so before installing Virtual CD TS.
If Virtual CD TS v3 is already installed, you need to remove that installation before
installing Virtual CD TS v5. When you remove v3, make sure you do not delete your
FCD files, as these can be converted to the new VC4 format.

System Requirements
To ensure trouble-free operation of Virtual CD TS, make sure that the components listed below are
installed in your system.
·
·
·

Windows NT4 Terminal Server Edition, with
Service pack 6a or later
Internet Explorer 5.0 or later

or
·
·

Windows 2000 Terminal Server Edition, with
Service pack 2 or later

Optional:
·
·

Citrix MetaFrame 1.8 or later
The latest service packs or hot-fixes

In addition to these software requirements, the hardware configuration of your terminal server system
must provide for handling of multiple parallel user access. The following areas are critical here:
·
·
·

Processor performance
Storage capacity
Network throughput

Installing the Software on a Terminal Server
Before you begin the installation, we would like to point out that the terminal server might have to be
rebooted during the installation procedure. If you are installing under Windows NT 4.0, a reboot will be
required as this system does not provide sufficient Plug & Play support. Under Windows 2000 or later,
installation can usually be completed without rebooting. A reboot is necessary at the end of installation
only if the Setup program recommends or requires it. Make sure you choose a time for installing Virtual
CD TS that will cause as little disruption as possible.
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Installing the Software on a Terminal Server

Starting the Installation
To begin the installation of Virtual CD TS, call setup.exe. Please note that the terminal server must be
in installation mode before you begin. There are two ways to begin the installation:
·

·

Switch the terminal server to installation mode and double-click on the Virtual CD TS “setup.exe”
file in your Windows Explorer. If you have a Virtual CD TS installation CD-ROM and the autostart
function is enabled in your Explorer, then the installation process begins as soon as you insert
the CD.
Install the program under Start / Settings / Control Panel / Add/Remove Programs.
This automatically activates the installation mode.

The installation program prompts you to enter data in a series of configuration dialogs. The information
you need to enter that refers specifically to Virtual CD TS is explained below.

Entering the License Code

The license code determines the number of parallel sessions in which your Virtual CD TS program can
run.

When you install the demo version, 99 licenses are available on the terminal server
for a period of 30 days. Should you decide to purchase Virtual CD TS at a later point,
you can run the Virtual CD License Manager to enter the license number at that time.
Registering the program at a later date will not affect any of the configurations you
set or virtual CDs you create using the demo version.
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Defining the Port Address
You can designate multiple servers in your network as Virtual CD TS servers, and group them in what
we call a “server pool.” To enable the servers within a pool to exchange information, you need to define
an available IP port address here. The address suggested by the Setup program is usually available on a
standard Windows server. If this port is not available in your system, please enter the address of an
available port.

After you define the port address, your operating system might prompt you to reboot
the computer. Please ignore this prompt and select No to continue installation.
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System Modifications Effected by Installation

Defining User Profiles
Towards the end of the installation process, the Setup program prompts you to define your Virtual CD
user profiles. The user profiles define, among other things, which users can run which virtual CDs in
which virtual drives. Select each of the existing profiles, Internal profile for administrators and Internal
profile for users, in turn and click on Edit to define the permitted virtual drives. For detailed information
on profiles, please see the section entitled “Profile Editor”.

The number of drives you select here should match the maximum number of virtual CDs that will be
used simultaneously. In most cases, 2 to 5 drives are sufficient. Keep in mind that any drives you select
here are no longer available for mapping to network resources. You can change this setting at a later
point, in the Virtual CD TS Administration program.

System Modifications Effected by Installation
The installation of Virtual CD TS on a terminal server makes the following changes in your system:
·
·
·
·

All Virtual CD TS components are installed in the specified target directory.
A new Virtual CD 5 TS folder is added to the Start menu for all users, containing the
Administration and CD Management programs.
Two new services are installed, “Virtual CD TS Management” and “Virtual CD TS Net Support,”
as well as device drivers for the virtual drives.
The Quick Start Utility is added to the StartUp folder for all users.

The Demo Version and its Limitations
The demo version of Virtual CD TS can be used for a limited time only. You can use it to test Virtual CD
for 30 days. This test period cannot be extended by reinstalling the demo version. The demo version has
all the functionality of the licensed version, and allows parallel access for up to 99 users.
When you purchase Virtual CD TS, you receive a license code that converts your demo version into a
licensed version. You do not have to re-install Virtual CD TS to register the program.
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Removing Virtual CD TS
To remove the Virtual CD TS program from a terminal server, select “Virtual CD TS” under Start /
Settings / Control Panel / Add/Remove Programs and start the deinstallation. You are offered the
option of deleting any virtual CDs that had been created.

After all Virtual CD TS program components have been deleted, the system must be
rebooted before the changes are effective. Also make sure you reboot the system again
before re-installing Virtual CD TS.

Installing Virtual CD for Networks
You cannot create virtual CDs directly on a terminal server; they must be created on a workstation in
your network, using the Virtual CD for Networks program. In most cases, creating your virtual CDs on
the terminal server would not have been an option anyway, as terminal servers are often located in a
separate server room and cannot be accessed to insert physical CDs. This is why the Virtual CD software
for terminal servers includes a 5-user license for Virtual CD for Networks. You can install Virtual CD for
Networks on up to 5 workstations in your network, and use these stations for creating virtual CDs.
Please refer to the manual supplied with Virtual CD for Networks when installing that version on your
workstations.
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Installation Single User Edition
If you are updating an earlier VCD version, you need to deinstall the older version and
then restart your system before installing Virtual CD v4. When you deinstall the old
version, the program asks whether you wish to delete existing virtual CDs. Make sure
you don’t inadvertently delete any virtual CDs that you wish to convert for use with
the new program!
Place the installation CD in a CD drive and wait a moment for Windows to detect it.
If the autostart function is active, the installation begins automatically, starting with the “Welcome...” window.

If installation does not start automatically, double-click on “My Computer” in your Explorer
and then on the symbol for the drive where you inserted the installation CD.
Now you should see the contents of the installation CD. Double-click on the “SETUP” file
to start installation.
Follow the instructions as the Wizard guides you through the installation procedure. The program asks,
for example, whether you wish to retrieve audio CD information over the Internet. Please do not answer
“yes” here unless your computer has Internet access.

When installing Virtual CD under MS Windows XP, you may get some rather
drastic-sounding warnings about installing a non-certified hardware driver. You can
ignore these warnings (simply confirm and continue), as they refer to the virtual CD
driver, which will not damage your system in any way.
Once the installation is finished, you need to restart your computer in order to have it detect the virtual
drives. Under Windows XP/2000, after you restart your system, you might prompted to restart it once
again. You can answer this with “no”, as an additional reboot is not necessary.
Once you’ve completed installation and restarted your computer, you can see your new virtual drives in
the Windows Explorer:

In this example, drive F: is the physical drive and G: is the virtual drive. (You can also add more virtual
drives at a later stage.)
The virtual drive is empty at this point, because no virtual CDs have been created yet (let alone inserted!).
At this point, the installation of the Virtual CD program is roughly equivalent to the installation of a
hardware CD-ROM drive in the PC housing.
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Installation Network Edition
For the most part, the procedure for installing the
network version is the same as that for the single userversion. In addition, however, you can define the range
of functions available in a given installation.
Furthermore, during installation you are offered the
option of storing a central setup program on the
network, which can facilitate distribution of the Virtual
CD program considerably.

When installing Virtual CD under Windows NT, 2000 or XP, make sure you are logged
on with administrator rights.
If a given user does not have “write” permission in the directory where the central
configuration files are stored, then those parts of the program that require “write”
permission (such as the Virtual CD Editor, among others) are not available to that user,
or are not displayed in the Virtual CD program windows opened under that user’s
account. Please refer to the Help program for details.

Once you start the setup program, you are prompted to
enter your license code. This number enables the
installation of your Virtual CD program as a network
version; in other words, which options are available
for selection during setup depends on the type of license
code number you enter.
Your license code also defines the number of client
licenses you have purchased.

After you confirm the license code entered, you are
prompted to select one of two installation types.
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Installation Options
When you begin installation, you are prompted to
choose between two options:
a) Installing Virtual CD v4, or
b) Creating a central client setup program, to be stored
on the network
To install Virtual CD on the machine you are currently
using, select “Install Virtual CD”. If you wish to
configure a centralized setup program that users can
run to install Virtual CD on their own stations, select
“Create central network setup”.

Install Virtual CD
Installs Virtual CD on the machine you are currently using.

Target Directory
Defines the path in which the Virtual CD program is
installed.

Select Components
Here you can define which components of the Virtual
CD program are available on the machine you are
currently using.

Drive Selection
Define which drive letters are used on this machine for
virtual drives. If you do not define any drive letters
explicitly, then one virtual CD drive is installed, using
the first available drive letter.
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If the client setup program is run on a workstation on which a drive letter you designate
here is already permanently assigned, then the virtual CD drive you define here with
that letter is not installed.

Central or Local Management
Clients that use central management can access new or
modified virtual CDs as soon as they are created or
edited. If you select local management, on the other
hand, the client can access only those virtual CDs that
are specifically integrated in its own system (by either
the user or the administrator).

Central Client Setup
This function lets you configure a client setup program
and store it on the network. If you do so, it is important
to keep the general parameters for using Virtual CD in
mind when selecting your configuration options. Please
see “Virtual CD Network Concept” above for details.

You can only generate a client setup program if you are working with a basic installation
of Virtual CD. In other words, if you are using a VCD program that was installed using
a central client setup, then the function for creating other central client setups is not
available. If you are working on a client station with a full program version, however,
simply start the Virtual CD setup and select “Modify”; then you can select the option
for creating a client setup program.

Target Directory

Defines the path in which the central
setup program is stored. Clients using this
setup program install Virtual CD from this
path.
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Defining the Central Setup
You can either accept the setup defaults or select the
“User-defined” option to configure your own
installation settings.
In general, all of the main program components for
operating Virtual CD are installed in each case. The
user-definable areas mainly affect the functions for
creating and modifying virtual CDs.

Drive Selection
Define which drive letters are used for virtual drives. If
you do not define any drive letters explicitly, then one
virtual CD drive is installed, using the first available
drive letter.

Central or Local Management
Clients that use central management can access new or
modified virtual CDs as soon as they are created or
edited. If you select local management, on the other
hand, the client can access only those virtual CDs that
are specifically integrated in its own system (by either
the user or the administrator).

Silent Mode

If you select the “Silent Mode”, Virtual CD is
installed fully automatically. Otherwise, the
user running the setup has the option of
defining which program components are
installed.
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You don’t read manuals?

Foreword
Thank you for choosing Virtual CD. We have improved and expanded the VCD program both to address the needs
and preferences expressed by our users and to reflect broader developments such as the latest CD technologies and
the increasingly widespread use of DVDs.
A couple of very basic changes have been made in the Virtual CD software for this fourth version. For example,
while all the previous versions used the same driver kernel and file format, Virtual CD v4 has a whole new software
kernel. The new driver was developed specifically to support the new MS Windows XP operating system while at
the same time making Virtual CD forward-compatible with future software developments. The new file format has
been implemented to support DVDs, which often contain considerably larger volumes of data than your average
music or software CD.
Another change involves our company itself, rather than the software. You may have noticed that Virtual CD is
now manufactured under the name H+H Software rather than Microtest. H+H Software GmbH, headquartered in
Goettingen, Germany, was until recently a wholly-owned subsidiary of Microtest. In summer of 2001, the two
companies officially parted ways. H+H has been developing the Virtual CD software ever since Version 2, and will
continue to develop it in future.
This manual provides you with an introduction to Virtual CD, as well as basic instructions on all the main
functions. For further details, please refer to the Help program integrated in Virtual CD.

Important Note:
If you use Virtual CD with CDs or DVDs that are under license, then creating multiple virtual
images from a given CD/DVD or running the Virtual CD program with a given virtual CD on
more than one computer at a time may constitute a breach of the software licensing agreement
you entered into with the manufacturer of the CD/DVD in question. Make sure to check your
licensing agreements for detailed information.

You don’t read manuals?
Are you one of those people who never bothers to read instruction manuals?
No problem! Experienced PC users will find no surprises in the installation procedure that sets up VCD v4. Not only
that—the Help program starts automatically the first time you run the new installation.
Especially for you impatient types, we have developed the following 4-point ‘Instant User’s Guide’:
1.

If you have an earlier version of VCD, deinstall it and then (this is important:) restart your computer

2.

Install Virtual CD v4 and then (this is important:) restart your computer

3.

Insert a CD from which you wish to create a virtual image.

4.

Double-click on the Virtual CD icon on your Desktop. The VCD v4 Wizards take over from there and guide
you through the program functions.

That’s it! You can now use your new virtual CD just like a real CD.

Version 4 uses a new file format, with the extension .VC4 rather than .FCD. You can convert
files of the old format to the new format—but not vice versa!

What is Virtual CD?
Virtual CD makes your CD/DVD applications faster, more portable, and easier to use. This is because it stores CDs
on your hard drive, using highly efficient data compression techniques.
Once you’ve made a virtual CD from a physical CD or DVD, simply ‘insert’ it in a virtual drive to run it. Virtual
drives behave just like physical drives, and look the same in your Windows Explorer.
1
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With the Virtual CD program...
·

your CD/DVD-based applications are much faster, because the CDs run from your hard drive rather than
from the CD-ROM drive

·

you don’t have to bother with inserting and removing physical CDs—let alone having to look for them in
the first place!

·

you can run your CDs on computers that don’t even have physical CD drives

·

you can use multiple CDs simultaneously—no need for an expensive CD changer!

·

your valuable original CDs won’t get lost or damaged

·

your notebook conserves precious battery power, because you don’t have to run a CD drive

·

your workplace is quieter, because CD drive noise is eliminated

New Features in Version 4
The new version is a completely reworked software suite, with a new user interface and lots of new features:
·

Compatible with Windows 98/ME/NT4/2000 and XP

·

Supports DVDs (independent of FAT32 file size restrictions!)

·

Optional password protection for individual virtual CDs

·

New data readout techniques (RAW mode, including sub-channel data) support the latest CD technologies

·

Simplified Easy Copy Mode for beginners

·

Virtual CDs can be sorted into categories and stored in different folders

·

You can import ISO-format image files (for data exchange with CD-R software)

·

Improved data compression that works even with copy-protected CDs

·

Exclusive access to virtual CDs stored on a network

·

Supports up to 99 data tracks per virtual audio CD

·

Full support for all CD-player functions (such as visualization and play lists, for example)

Because so many functions have been added and expanded, Virtual CD v4 uses a new file format, with the
extension .VC4 (rather than the old .FCD extension).
This version of Virtual CD is designed as a single-workstation application. A new network version will be available
separately in early 2002. Even your single-user version, however, enables exclusive access to virtual CDs over the
network.
Exclusive access here means that a virtual CD stored on a network can be accessed by only one network user at a
time.
Once in use, the virtual CD is blocked for any other user until it is released again (by ejecting it from the virtual
drive).

System Requirements
Trouble-free operation of Virtual CD is generally assured on any system where Windows also runs smoothly.
To a great extent, Virtual CD is basically a Windows device driver that uses very little of your system resources.
Some of the Microsoft applications that are available free of charge, such as the Media Player and the Internet
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Explorer, optimize certain functions in the operating Windows system and thus are highly recommended for use in
conjunction with Virtual CD.
To run Virtual CD, your system should meet the following minimum specifications:
·

Windows 98/98SE/ME with at least 64 MB RAM or
Windows NT4 Workstation with Service Pack 6a and at least 128 MB RAM or
Windows XP/2000 Professional with Service Pack 2 and at least 128 MB RAM

·

Pentium 200 MHz processor or faster

·

MS Internet Explorer 5 (or later)

·

MS Media Player 7 (or later)

·

Approximately 10 MB hard disk space for installation of the Virtual CD v4 software

·

Optional: DirectSound-compatible sound card

·

Optional: Internet access, to retrieve audio CD data over the Internet

You will also need space on the hard drive for your virtual CDs. How much space is required by a given virtual CD
depends on both the CD content and the compression method used in creating the virtual CD, and may be anywhere
from 1 to over 700 MB. Virtual DVD videos generally require 4 to 8 GB.

Document Conventions
Bold, italic type in the manual indicates either a procedure or a part of the program (such as buttons and menu
items).
Notes that are especially important are marked by the exclamation point symbol you see here.
These notes contain information that is essential for trouble-free operation of your Virtual CD
program.
Tips and tricks for simplifying procedures are marked with the light-bulb symbol shown here.
Generally, whenever the term “CD” is used in this manual, it is meant to include DVDs as well.
The following definitions of some Virtual CD-specific terms may be helpful:
·

Virtual CD drives: These look and “feel” just like normal CD drives in your Windows Explorer. You can set
up as many virtual CD drives as you have drive letters available (for example, D: through Z:).

·

Virtual CD: This is synonymous with the depiction of CD contents. Virtual CDs are displayed as symbols
in the right-hand pane of the Virtual CD Management program (the main Virtual CD program). The number
of virtual CDs you can create is limited only by the disk space you have available for their containers

·

Virtual CD container (file): Each virtual CD is made up of one “container file” (with the extension .VC4)
and one or more other files, depending on the amount of data (or number of song tracks) on the source
CDs in each case. The term “container” is sometimes used to refer to the container file together with the
other files that make up the virtual CD. The container file basically “tells” the Virtual CD driver how to
present the remaining CD data in virtual CD form.

Structure of a Virtual CD Container
You don’t really need to understand how these files are structured in order to work with Virtual CD. But for those
who are interested, the following provides a brief description of virtual CD container files.
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Each virtual CD consists of 2 or more files:
·
·

The container file, with the extension .VC4, which indicates the data structure of the virtual CD
Virtual data CDs contain one or more files with extension(s) consisting of sequential numbers, from .000
up to .999, which contain the actual user data. These are especially important for DVDs, because when
the FAT32 file system is used (which is most often the case), file size is limited to 2GB, while most DVDs
contain larger volumes of data. In such cases, user data is divided into a number of separate files. The
container file keeps track of the structure so that the virtual CD driver “knows” how to put them together
in virtual CD form.

·

Virtual audio CDs contain a number of audio files, depending on the number of tracks included from the
source CD(s).

First Steps
This chapter is for those of you who have never used Virtual CD before.
If you have already worked with an earlier version of Virtual CD, you can skip to page 25 for information on
converting older virtual CDs for use with the new program.
To work with the Virtual CD program, you need to begin of course by creating a virtual CD. To do this, start by
double-clicking on the Virtual CD program icon. This starts the program.
The “Welcome...” window opens only the first time you start Virtual CD:

Select the first option here. You are then asked to enter your license code, which is either included in the package
that contained the installation CD or was sent to you electronically:

If you don’t have your license code handy at the moment, click on Cancel. You can still use the program, for
another 30 days.
To enter your license code at a later stage (within the 30-day period!), click on Help in the VCD Management
program and select the Licensing menu item.
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The next window asks you to select a copy mode:

If you are a “Virtual CD Beginner”, we recommend selecting the Easy Copy Mode at this point. In this mode,
creating a virtual CD is really about as easy as falling off a log. You can always change to the Expert mode—and
back again—at a later stage (see page 38).

Creating a Virtual CD: Easy Copy Mode
Select the physical CD from which you want to create a virtual CD and place it label-side up in your physical CDROM drive. Make sure the data side of the CD is not scratched or dirty.
Wait a few seconds for Windows to detect the CD.
If there are CDs in more than one CD drive on your computer, a dialog opens for selecting the desired source CD:

Select the desired source and click on Next.

Make sure the source CD is not accessed by any other application while you are making the
virtual CD. In particular, make sure that Media Player is not running, as it might be set to start
automatically any time a CD is inserted.
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If the source is an audio CD and you activated the “CDDB” function when you installed VCD v4, Virtual CD now
attempts to download the CD title and track titles from the Internet. The CDDB service is free of charge and is
supplied by www.cddb.com. (If you do not have an Internet connection, an error message is shown. This does not
affect the creation of your virtual CD—simply confirm and continue.) If you are not registered with CDDB, the
registration process is completed the first time you log on to the CDDB server.
In the next dialog, you can enter a Description of the CD. Make sure the description is unique, and clearly
identifies the CD it refers to, so you can use it to locate the virtual CD later:

When you click on Next, Virtual CD analyzes the performance of the physical drive and the structure of the source
CD. This process runs in the background; you don’t have to do anything.
Now Virtual CD uses the data on the physical CD to create a 1:1 image of it on your hard disk. Depending on the
CD type and data volume, and on your computers performance specifications, this can take anywhere from 15 to
45 minutes. (If the CD is copy-protected, it may even take hours.) When data transfer is complete, the physical CD
is ejected from the drive.
Congratulations! You can now insert your new virtual CD in a virtual drive (see page 24.) and use it just like a real
CD!
If you have any problems while making a virtual CD, please refer to the Troubleshooting section.
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Creating a Virtual CD: Expert Copy Mode
Depending on the current settings in your Virtual CD program, you might have to deactivate the Easy Copy Mode
before you can use the Expert Copy Mode (see page 38).
Select the physical CD from which you want to create a virtual CD and place it label-side up in your physical CDROM drive. Make sure the data side of the CD is not scratched or dirty.
Wait a few seconds for Windows to detect the CD.

Make sure the source CD is not accessed by any other application while you are making the
virtual CD. In particular, make sure that Media Player is not running, as it might be set to start
automatically any time a CD is inserted.
If there is more than one CD available for use as a source CD, a selection dialog opens:

Selecting the Source CD

Select the desired source from the list and click on Next.

Entering a Label and a Description

You can edit the CD Label if you wish, if this option has been activated in the Virtual CD Settings (see page 38). The
CD label is limited to 16 characters and may contain letters, numbers and the hyphen or minus sign (“-”).

Some CD applications identify the CD by its label. In such cases, changing the label might cause
the application to malfunction. Thus it is not always advisable to change the CD label.
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The default Description of the virtual CD is the CD label. If the title and artist name for an audio CD are downloaded
from the Internet, the default Description is taken from this data.
Changing the Description does not affect CD applications. Make sure you use a unique description (not used for
any other virtual CD) that clearly identifies the CD.
The Description is limited to 127 characters, and special characters are not allowed. The Description is offered as
the default for the container file name, which you can overwrite in a later dialog.
Click on Next to continue.

Selecting Data/Audio tracks

The next window shows all of the data and/or audio tracks on the source CD. If you simply click on Next at this
point, all tracks are included on the virtual CD without modification. We strongly recommend doing this when
making a virtual CD from a software CD.
If you are making an audio virtual CD, on the other hand, you may wish to exclude certain tracks, which you can
do by selecting them and then clicking on the

button. You can also change the order of the tracks using the

arrow buttons.

You can select multiple tracks by holding down the CTRL key while you click on the desired
tracks. If you want to select a number of tracks shown in a row, hold down the shift key while
you click on the first and last of the desired tracks.
Click on Next when you are ready to continue. The “Settings for Audio CD” dialog, shown below, opens only if the
source CD is an audio CD. The dialog that opens for data CDs is explained further down.
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Settings for Audio Tracks

The default setting in this window is the option for creating audio tracks as individual sound files. With this
option, you can also select the Compression method for sound files from the select list. At the time of printing of
this manual, “ACM” is the only method offered.
Additional methods will be released shortly for integration in your Virtual CD program.
As soon as these become available, you will find them on the Virtual CD Web site, at www.virtualcd-online.com.
The audio formats found on your PC are a subset of the selected compression method. The standard setting uses a
method that creates 1 : 1 images in audio CD quality (PCM, 44.100Hz, 16-bit, stereo). If you want to change the
audio format, keep one thing in mind:

“Sound quality costs disk space”
In other words, the better the sound quality, the more space used up on your hard disk by the virtual CD. The
standard CODEC (compression-decompression module) module integrated in Windows is the MS ADPCM CODEC,
which offers a good compromise between the sound quality achieved and the disk space required.
Other CODECs, such as MP3 and VQF, for example, offer even better compression and still produce sound quality
approaching that of the original CD.
When you create music tracks as sound files, you can define whether the source data is read using a digital or an
analog technique. Almost all CD-ROMs used today (8x and up) support the function for reading audio tracks
digitally. This option offers better sound quality than the analog technique. Even so, there may be some audible
interference.
If this is the case, select the analog option. With this setting, the audio data is played from the original CD and
recorded by your sound card. You can use the Test option to check the recording quality and volume.
If you select the data files option, the audio data is not treated as audio files by Virtual CD, compressed using audio
coding/compression methods, but rather the raw data is read digitally and stored as data tracks.
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The compression method used, if selected, is for data compression.
This compression method does not have the error tolerance that audio compression does, and is less efficient for
audio tracks than the audio compression methods, which are designed especially for use with music files.

See page 32 for details on how to determine whether your CD-ROM drive supports the function
for Creating audio files as data tracks. Under Windows 98, the MS Media Player v7 (or later)
must be installed, and the “digital playback” option in its program settings must be selected.
This setting is deactivated automatically, by the way, every time you insert a physical audio
CD.
Both methods have advantages and disadvantages, so we can’t really recommend one method over the other. The
table below lists the pros and cons to help you decide which is best for you in any given case:

We recommend creating audio tracks as data files only if you plan to make use of the advantages
listed here. Otherwise, we highly recommend selecting the sound files option in conjunction
with a suitable data compression method (such as MP3).
Click on Next to continue to the next Image Wizard dialog:
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Settings for Reading and Compressing Data

This dialog allows precise definition of the method used to read data from the source CD. These are the most
important options for successful creation of a virtual CD!
When you insert the source CD, Virtual CD analyzes the performance of its CD-ROM drive and the structure of the
source-CD data, and suggests a “conservative” choice of settings. You can change these settings as desired.
The first select list lets you choose from a range of data readout configurations. You can change the individual
settings to adapt the configuration to your needs.
Fast sector read
With this option, sectors are read in blocks rather than individually. This is faster, on the one hand, but on the other
hand, if a defective sector is found in a given block then the other sectors in that block must be read again
individually. In most cases this is the preferred configuration. If a virtual CD created using this method doesn’t
work, however, try deselecting this option to improve the read quality.
Correct bad sectors
Some copy-protection methods are based on defective sectors, which can simply be reproduced by Virtual CD
when this option is selected. Detecting defective sectors does take more time, however, which means creating a
virtual CD with this setting can take up to a number of hours. Still, this option is recommended for certain CDs,
such as “home-made” CDs, for example, because CD-writers often create bad sectors. This option is not necessary
for audio CDs.
Fast detection of bad sectors
This option is available only if the Correct bad sectors option is selected.
Each sector is read individually and defects are reproduced only if a test routine shows an error. Without this
option, each sector is read repeatedly until the exact same data is read several times. If a virtual CD created using
this option doesn’t work, deactivate this option. Again, the creation process takes longer if this option is not active.
Read RAW sectors
RAW sectors contain other information in addition to the desired user data. If the copy-protection technique used
on the source CD involves evaluating these sectors, they must be read in order to create the virtual CD. Furthermore,
RAW sectors must always be read to create video CDs, CD-Extra CDs or audio CDs. The disadvantage is that the
virtual CD takes up more disk space, as additional files are included in the container. Please see page 31 for details
on determining whether your physical CD-ROM drive supports this mode.
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Read sub-channel data
Sub-channels also contain additional information which is often required for the CD, especially for newer audio
CDs. Again, the disadvantage is that the virtual CD takes up more disk space. See page 31 for details on determining
whether your physical CD-ROM drive supports this mode.
Number of repeat reads for each sector
Readout quality can be improved—especially for older CD-ROM drives—by reading each sector repeatedly. If a lot
of errors are detected, the number of repeat reads should be set to 2 or 3. Unfortunately, this slows down the overall
read speed.
Source drive read speed
With some CD-ROM drives, the readout quality can be improved by decreasing the speed. This can also reduce
noise, as the source CD rotates more slowly. If this option is not available in this dialog, this indicates that your
CD-ROM drive does not support it.
Compression
You can switch off data compression, or choose one of three compression levels. The higher the compression level
you choose, the longer it takes to create the virtual CD and the more CPU time is used when you run the CD. On the
other hand, the lower the compression, the more hard-disk space is taken up by the resulting virtual CD.
The table below lists the advantages and disadvantages of the different compression options to help you decide
which is best for you:

Once you have chosen the options that are best for you, click on Next to continue.
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Entering a File Name and Path for the Container

This is where you define the path and file name for storing the VCD container on your hard disk.

The path and file name together must not exceed 254 characters in length.

The default path shown here is defined, and can be changed, in the Virtual CD Settings dialog (see page 35).
Generally, the path shown here is selected (white letters on a dark blue background) when this dialog opens. Thus
when you enter characters, the entire default name is replaced by what you type. All you need to enter is a name
for the file itself, as Virtual CD automatically adds the default path (see above) and the .VC4 file name extension.
Click on Hard disk info for a quick view of the available disk space on your hard disk(s).
Select the Automatically create a folder for the virtual CD/DVD option if you want Virtual CD to create a separate
folder for the files that make up your virtual CD. Since each virtual CD can consist of several files (see “Structure
of a Virtual CD Container” on page 6), it can be difficult to tell later which files belong to which virtual CD. This
is why we recommend leaving this option active for every virtual CD you create.
Click on Next to continue. The next dialog is the last one you need to edit before the virtual CD is created.

Additional Settings for the Virtual CD
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You can assign a password to prevent unauthorized use of a given virtual CD. Once a password has been assigned,
it must be entered before the virtual CD can be inserted or ejected, or its properties edited. When you assign a
password, you have to enter it twice to avoid typographical errors (‘typos’).

The password merely protects the CD from unauthorized access; the virtual CD data itself is not
encrypted.

We recommend using a password that is not too easy to guess. The longer the password, the more secure it is;
combinations of numbers and letters are also more secure than simple words.
The password is case sensitive (a distinction is made between upper and lower-case letters), and can have up to 15
characters. You can change the password at a later stage in the virtual CD Properties dialog.
You can define a start program if you want to have a program of your choice started automatically when the
virtual CD is inserted. For example, if the virtual CD contains images, you can enter a graphic editing program here
as the start program.
For some CD applications, you need to define a working directory for the application to run in. Where this is the
case, you can enter the directory here.
The hotkey is a combination of keys (such as “Ctrl+M”, for example) that inserts the virtual CD automatically. This
option can be very handy, especially for virtual CDs that are used frequently. Even if the Virtual CD program is not
running and you are working with some other program, this hotkey inserts the virtual CD and runs any start
program defined for it.
If you select a drive letter for the option ‘Automatically insert the virtual CD into drive...’, the virtual CD is
inserted in that drive as soon as it has been successfully created.
Click on the Comment... button to enter additional information about the virtual CD. The Comment text is limited
to 2047 characters:

In the Virtual CD Settings, you can have the list of track titles from audio CDs added to the comment field
automatically. For details, see page 38).
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This completes the configuration of your virtual CD. The ‘write’ process begins when you click on Finish, and a
window opens showing the progress.

You can stop the procedure temporarily by clicking on Pause, or end it before it has finished by clicking on Cancel.

Even if defective sectors are indicated in the Sector overview (opened by clicking on More>>),
this does not necessarily mean that the virtual CD created will be defective. Some CDs are
purposely made with defective sectors; these are included on the virtual CD if the Correct bad
sectors option is selected.

Inserting a Virtual CD
There are a number of ways to insert a virtual CD:
·

Through the Virtual CD Management program

·

Through the quick-launch symbol in the taskbar

·

By right-clicking on a virtual CD drive in the Windows Explorer

The latter option is described in the following:
Double-click on the “My Computer” icon in your
Windows Explorer. Right-click on the virtual drive
in which you want to insert a virtual CD.
The Virtual CD program has expanded the shortcut
menu that opens here, so that it now includes the
item Insert a virtual CD:
When you move the mouse cursor to this option, a
list of all your virtual CDs is opened. Click on the
desired CD to insert it. You can now work with
this virtual CD in the same manner as if it were a
real CD.
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Working with the Virtual CD Management Program
Virtual CD Management is the main program in Virtual CD, and should be quite familiar to users of earlier Virtual
CD versions.
You can access all Virtual CD functions and configure all of the available program options in this program
window.

Starting the Virtual CD Management Program
You can open the Virtual CD Management program (actually the main program window in Virtual CD) by doubleclicking on the quick-launch symbol in your Windows taskbar (if you have not deactivated the Quick Start Utility;
see page 33), or on the program icon on your desktop—or of course by using the classic method:
Click on the Start button in your Windows taskbar and select Programs > Virtual CD v4 > CD Management.
Unless you have deactivated it in the Virtual CD Settings dialog (see page 35), the Start Selection dialog starts
rather than the Management program:

This window offers direct access to the most frequently-used Virtual CD functions.
To open the Virtual CD Management program from here, click on either Manage your virtual CDs or Disable the
Start Selection Dialog. In the latter case, the Start Selection dialog is not opened any more unless you re-activate
it (see page 35).
CD Management program window:
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This main window is divided into 3 panes. All drives and all virtual CDs are shown on the left in the usual tree
structure. The virtual CDs are shown with their respective folders, under Virtual CDs/DVDs, and again at the
bottom of the tree in a simple list, under CD Overview. You can change the display mode of this window pane so
that it shows only your virtual CD-ROM drives, as was the case in the earlier Virtual CD program versions (see page
37).
The upper half of the right-hand pane shows all of the virtual CDs that are registered (see below) in the Management program. The lower half shows the contents of the selected virtual CD.

Adding Existing Virtual CDs to the Management Program
When Virtual CD is first installed, it doesn’t “know” about any virtual CDs you may already have on your hard
disk. Existing virtual CDs have to be added to the Management program, or “registered”, before you can use them.
When you select the Find function in the Virtual CD Management program, Virtual CD searches your system for
existing virtual CDs. The CDs found are presented in a selection dialog, so you can define which ones are added.
To add CDs, start by clicking on the

button to open the “Find...” dialog. Enter the path to be searched under

Search in:..

Under Virtual CD files you can restrict the search to certain file types. You can choose between container files from
earlier Virtual CD versions and .ISO files, which are created by CD-R programs. Click on Start searching when you
are ready to start the search; all CDs found are shown in the box at the bottom of this dialog.
From the files listed, you can select the desired containers and click on Add selected image files to register the
corresponding virtual CDs in the Virtual CD Management program. Alternatively, you can click on Add all image
files to register all of the virtual CDs found.

In order to integrate new functions in Virtual CD, we have implemented a whole new file
format. The new files have the extension .VC4, rather than the old .FCD extension. When you
add older files to your new Virtual CD Management program, they are automatically converted
to the new file format.
Once an older .FCD file has been converted to the new .VC4 format, it can no longer be used with an earlier version
of the Virtual CD program. If you think you might want to have the virtual CD available for use with an older
program version, then you need to select the option to Copy the image files before converting them before you
click on either of the Add... buttons. If you do not select this option, a warning is displayed before older files are
converted. Keep in mind that it is NOT possible to convert the file back to the old .FCD format once it has been
converted to a .VC4 file. When this warning is displayed, you can click on the Cancel button to go back and select
the Copy files... option.
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Deleting Virtual CDs
If you have a virtual CD that you don’t need any longer, you might want to delete it. The command for this is in
the Virtual CD Management program.
Select the CD in the upper half of the right-hand window pane and click on Delete. The following dialog opens, to
make sure you don’t inadvertently delete a virtual CD that you wish to keep:

If you do not select the option to Delete the virtual CD from the hard disk before clicking on OK, then the CD in
question is no longer displayed in the CD Management program, but remains on your hard disk. In this case, you
can add it to the Management program again at any time (see “Adding Existing Virtual CDs...” above).

Creating Customized Virtual CDs
The Virtual CD Editor is a high-performance program module that lets you make virtual CDs with your choice of
content.
For example, if you want to ‘burn’ a custom CD, you can write the desired tracks to a virtual CD first so that you
can test the CD without using up a blank physical CD.
You can also use this function if you want to make a virtual CD from a software CD, but want to leave out data that
you don’t need—which would otherwise take up space unnecessarily—such as service pack installers or demo files.

One way to start the Virtual CD Editor is by clicking on the

symbol in the Virtual CD Management program:

The Editor program window is divided into 4 panes. The view on the upper left shows a tree structure with all of
your system’s physical drives, including all their folders. The contents of the folder selected here are shown in the
upper right-hand pane.
The view on the lower left-hand side shows the structure of the virtual CD currently being created, and the
contents of the element selected here are shown in the lower right-hand view.
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Virtual CD sets the size of the CD to be created at 650 MB, as this is the usual capacity of blank CDs.
To change this setting, click on the “CD Size” button.
Then start selecting the data you wish to include on the
virtual CD.
To do this, you can either use ‘drag & drop’; that is, drag
the desired data from the upper to the lower half of the
window, or click on the Add button, which opens a list
where you can select the type of element you wish to
add (audio tracks, directory, or files).
Depending on the type of element you select from this
list, a dialog opens where you can specify the data you
wish to add. The dialog shown here, for example, opens
when you select “Audio tracks”:
If the physical drive selected in the upper left-hand pane
of the Editor window contains an audio CD, the tracks
are listed in the box shown here.
The option to Store audio tracks on the hard disk
temporarily is especially useful if your virtual CD will
contain audio tracks from a number of different source CDs. When you activate this function, the selected track(s)
from the currently selected CD are stored immediately on your hard disk, so that you do not need to insert the
source CD again later, when you have finished composing the CD and start the Image Writer.
The next dialog prompts you to enter a name by which the source CD can be identified:

The name you enter here is the name used later, when the Image Writer is writing the virtual CD and you are
prompted to insert source CDs. It is important to enter a unique name that clearly identifies the CD.
Once you have put together all of the data you wish to include on your virtual CD, click on the Create button to
write the virtual CD.
Alternatively, you can just save the data in a ‘definition file’, which contains the information (see below) for
creating the virtual CD, without actually making a virtual CD at this point. To do this, select Save from the File
menu. The file is saved with the extension .VCX, and can be opened in the Virtual CD Editor at a later stage and
used to create a virtual CD.

The .VCX file stores only the structure of the virtual CD you have defined (references to files
and folders), but not the actual data that the virtual CD will contain. This means that, for
example, if you save a definition file that indicates the folder “C:/Pictures”, and then modify
the contents of that folder before making the virtual CD, the virtual CD will contain the modified
content, rather than the content that existed at the time you saved the definition file.

You can edit the content of an existing virtual CD by loading its VC4 file in the Editor. When
the modified CD is written, the changes are stored in a new CD session which is added by the
Image Writer. The resulting virtual CD is thus a multisession CD.
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Properties of a Virtual CD
Some of the settings you configure when creating a virtual CD can be changed later in the Properties dialog. The
easiest way to open this dialog is to right-click on the virtual CD in the Management window. The Properties
dialog is divided into 3 pages:
General Dialog Page

Eject on exit ejects the virtual CD
when the computer is shut down;
if you do not select this option,
the virtual CD is inserted
automatically when you start the
computer again. This setting is
especially important for virtual
CDs stored on a network. In this
case, this option ejects the CD
when you log off the network. If
you don’t select this option, the virtual CD is inserted again as soon as the network connection is re-established,
and any start program or autostart function defined for the CD starts automatically.
Comment Dialog Page

This dialog is fairly self-explanatory. You can enter up to 2047 characters here, to provide additional information
about the virtual CD.
Statistics Dialog Page

The fields on the Statistics page cannot be edited, but provide you with statistics on the virtual CD.
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Properties of a Physical CD Drive
The properties of a physical CD-ROM drive provide information not only about its performance features and
drivers, but also indicate what methods it supports for reading data. The newer the drive, the better the chances
that it supports all of the available options.
To check these properties, first load a data CD in a physical drive and then select that drive in the Virtual CD
Management program. Open the Edit menu and select Properties and click on Test for an overview of the drive
properties:

If the drive does not support the functions you require, select a different physical drive (if possible) for creating
your virtual CD.

Adding/Removing Virtual CD Drives
To open the dialog for adding and removing virtual drives, select Edit drives from the Edit menu in the Virtual CD
Management program:

In the example shown above, the drive letter K: has been selected for use as a virtual drive. After selecting a drive,
click on Refresh and then restart the computer; the new virtual CD drive is then shown in the Windows Explorer.
If there is only one virtual drive, then the Set drives button is deactivated, as the Virtual CD program requires that
at least one virtual drive exists.
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Customizing the Virtual CD Program
Select View > Virtual CD settings in the Management program to open the Settings dialog. Here you can configure
the program in detail to suit your requirements and preferences. The Settings dialog is divided into different
categories, each on its own dialog page (Global, CD Management, Editor, etc.) :
Global Dialog Page

The Current language setting applies to all Virtual CD v4 programs. You need to restart your computer after
changing this setting.
The Current symbol style setting lets you choose between the Windows XP and Windows 98/Me/NT4/2000
styles for the symbols displayed in the main program, the menu bar, and in program windows. This setting does
not affect the functioning of Virtual CD.
The Default image folder is the default folder for storing container files on the hard disk when a new virtual CD is
created. This path is used automatically by the Image Wizard when creating a virtual CD. If you enter a different
path in the Image Wizard dialog for a container file name, then that path is used instead of this default.

Make sure the directory you define here is on a hard disk that has sufficient space available for
your virtual CDs.

If you activate the Use the Virtual CD selection program option, then the Start Selection dialog (see page 25) is
opened rather than the Management program when Virtual CD is started.
When you install the Virtual CD program, the Virtual CD Quick Start Utility is automatically added to the quicklaunch section of your Windows taskbar (on the far right). If you don’t want this icon on your taskbar, deselect the
Start the Quick Start Utility automatically on system start option here.
Activate the Retrieve audio CD information from CDDB² server option to have Virtual CD download the album
title, track titles and artist’s name of audio CDs through the Internet, from the CDDB Service. Please deactivate this
option if your computer does not have Internet access.
The Show popup information texts option lets you activate and deactivate the tool tips. A tool tip is the brief
explanatory text that appears when the mouse cursor rests on a given operating element. Once you know your way
around the Virtual CD program, you might want to deactivate these texts.
The last option concerns one of the new functions in Virtual CD: you can now configure folders for sorting your
virtual CDs, which can make them easier to keep track of. The option Virtual CDs displayed are... lets you define
whether your virtual CDs are shown in the right-hand window pane sorted by category, if you want to view the
folders, or all listed together in an overview, if you just want to see a list of all the virtual CDs, without their
folders.
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If you have a large number of virtual CDs, we recommend using the sorted by categories option
and assigning designations to the folders that clearly identify the contents, such as “DVD
Videos”, “Music CDs” and “Applications”, for example.
CD Management Dialog Page

This page lets you configure more display options for your Virtual CD Management, the main program window in
Virtual CD.
The Current mode of the CD Management program view defines the left-hand window pane, which shows the
virtual CD drives. When you select the Hi-tech mode, the left hand pane shows not only the virtual CD drives but
also the physical drives, as well as all of your virtual CDs, both a in a plain list and sorted by category in a tree
structure, in their separate folders. In this mode, the Drive View gives you direct access to all CD-ROM drives and
all virtual CDs. The classic view shows only the virtual CD drives, as was the case in the earlier Virtual CD versions.
This mode might be easier to work with for VCD beginners.
The option Show only Virtual CD symbols in the image view gives you the choice of having only Virtual CD
icons shown, or using the symbols that come with the original CDs. Not all CD applications come with their own
symbols. For those that don’t, a Virtual CD symbol is used in the display.
The option for the Double-click function determines what happens when you double-click on a virtual CD in the
Management program. Select the Show the virtual CD/DVD properties if you want a double-click to open the
Properties dialog for the virtual CD. Alternatively, you can select the Insert the virtual CD in the default drive to
insert a virtual CD by double-clicking on it. If no default drive is defined for a given virtual CD, then it is inserted
in the first available virtual drive found. If no virtual CD drive is available, then the virtual CD in the first virtual
drive found is ejected, and the virtual CD in question is inserted in its place.
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The boxes at the bottom of this page let you define which columns are shown, as well as the order they appear in,
when ‘details’ are shown in the CD View.
Editor Dialog Page

On the dialog page for Virtual CD Editor settings, you can define the default directory for the temporary files stored
when creating a customized virtual CD. Make sure the directory you define here is on a hard disk that has sufficient
space available for the temporary files. All files in this directory are deleted automatically once the virtual CD in
question has been created.
Creating Virtual CDs Dialog Page

One of the most important options is the selection of the copy mode. The new Easy Copy Mode has been added
especially for users who want to create virtual CDs as quickly and easily as possible. Deactivating this option sets
the Image Wizard to the Expert Copy Mode.
In the Easy Copy Mode, almost all of the settings for creating a virtual CD are configured automatically:
·

If there is only one drive that can be used as a source drive, then this drive is selected automatically.

·

A 1:1 image of the source CD is created. When making a virtual audio CD, for example, you cannot choose
which tracks are included or excluded.

·

The container file for the virtual CD is given a name automatically.
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·

The source CD-dependent settings are configured automatically based on the results of Virtual CD’s analysis
of the source CD structure.

The Easy Copy Mode is definitely the fastest and least complicated method for creating virtual CDs.

Some CDs actually require that certain configurations are set manually, to ensure that the
virtual CD functions properly. In such cases, you need to deactivate the Easy Copy Mode here,
so that you can edit all of the configuration options (including password protection and hotkeys,
for example).
Activate the Use virtual drives as source drives option to make virtual CDs from other virtual CDs. Even with this
option selected, the only virtual CDs you can use as sources for other virtual CDs are audio CDs and data CDs
created using the normal copy method. To make a virtual CD from another virtual CD, select the source virtual
drive and then activate the Create function in the Virtual CD Management program.
The Enable CD/DVD label editing option lets you edit the field for CD labels.
If you select the Create a title list in the ‘Comment’ field of virtual audio CDs option, then all track titles from a
source music CD are automatically listed in the “Comment” field of the virtual CD. The “Comment” field can be
edited at any time, regardless of whether this option is selected or not.
The option Eject source CD/DVD after image creation has finished can be useful for providing a clear indication—
by opening the physical CD-ROM drive—that the virtual CD creation process is finished. Once the virtual CD has
been created, the physical CD is no longer required anyway, and ejecting it automatically can help prevent confusion.
Once the creation of a virtual CD is completed, the Image Wizard usually opens a window with a summary of the
creation process; including, for example, the time it took to make the virtual CD. If you select the Close Virtual CD
Image Writer automatically option, the Summary window and the Image Writer are closed automatically.
The last option on this page lets you adjust the priority given by the operating system when allotting system
resources to the Image Writer for creating a virtual CD. If the computer has nothing else to do than to create a
virtual CD, then the high priority setting shortens the time this process takes. In this case, the majority of system
resources are given to the Image Writer, and any other programs running are allotted far less CPU time.
If you plan to do other work with your computer while the Image Writer is running, you should set the priority to
low or medium.
Compression Defaults Dialog Page

The defaults you set here are applied automatically by the Image Writer when the Easy Copy Mode is active, and
are presented as defaults that can be overwritten in the Image Writer when you use the Expert Copy Mode. For
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detailed information on the use of data compression, please see “Compression” on page 20.
There are 2 options for data compression settings on this page:
The first option lets you choose one of three compression levels (or “none”) as the default.
If you activate the second option, Virtual CD estimates the results attainable with each level of compression, and
selects a level based on the value you enter under Compression ratio. This value is the percentage of the total data
volume on the original CD. For example, if you enter 80% as the target compression ratio, then Virtual CD selects
the lowest compression level that can reduce the data volume to 80% of the original volume.

Please don’t set the ratio too low, as this could result in Virtual CD selecting the highest
compression level every time—which might put a considerable strain on system resources. The
optimum setting is generally around 70% to 80%.
The setting under Use the compression defaults lets you define whether the defaults set here are applied only to
certain types of source CD. For example, experience has shown that there is not much point in using compression
on video-DVD/CDs, as the data they contain is already highly compressed and further compression only takes up
CPU time without noticeably reducing the data volume of the virtual CD.
The default compression level for the Virtual CD Editor is a separate setting, configured at the bottom of this page.
Audio Defaults Dialog Page

The default settings for audio tracks that you configure here are applied automatically when working in the Easy
Copy Mode, and presented as defaults that you can overwrite in the Image Wizard when working in the Expert
Copy Mode.
Please see “Settings for Audio “ on page 15 for details on audio track settings.
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Troubleshooting
Some circumstances can lead to difficulties with your Virtual CD program. We’ve listed these in the following,
along with descriptions of how to solve or get around the problems:
The source CD-ROM drive doesn’t support the RAW mode for reading data
Virtual CD “asks” the source drive whether it supports the RAW mode or not, but some drives give an incorrect
answer. Solution: If possible, use a different CD drive for your source CD.
The source CD or DVD has a special type of copy-protection
Virtual CD analyzes source CDs to determine both their data structure and the optimum method for reading their
data. Of course, Virtual CD doesn’t have standard settings for absolutely every single type of CD that is available
on the market. If Virtual CD doesn’t recognize the structure of a given CD, it may help to set certain options
manually. First, deactivate the Easy Copy Mode (if it’s active) in the Virtual CD Settings (see page 36) and then try
configuring other settings in the Image Wizard when defining your virtual CD. Refer to the instructions starting on
page 12 in this manual for detailed information on the options available. Unfortunately, if the source CD is a video
DVD with CSS copy protection, then no combination of settings will work! There is no way to get around this copy
protection technique, due to legal technicalities.
The application on a software CD cannot be installed from a virtual CD
If the application has already been installed from the physical CD, it probably “remembers” the drive letter it was
installed from, and looks for its data there rather than on the virtual CD. Solution: deinstall the application in
question and then install it from the virtual CD. NOTE: Before running the deinstallation, make sure you save any
user data that was generated with that application; otherwise, it might be deleted during deinstallation.
Other applications interfere with Virtual CD functions
Before its release, Virtual CD v4 was thoroughly tested for compatibility with the most widely used computer
programs. However, there are innumerable possible combinations of system configurations, and we couldn’t test
every single possibility. Please check the Virtual VC Web site at www.virtualcd-online.com for up-to-date information
on specific compatibility problems that have been discovered in combination with other software products.

Technical Support
If you have any problems with Virtual CD v4, we’d like to ask that you check the manual, the on-line Help and the
continuously updated Web pages at www.virtualcd-online.com for assistance.
Naturally we are constantly striving to improve the Virtual CD software. Software upgrades are released in the
form of Service Packs that you can download from the Virtual CD Web site.
If you still have questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. For information on how to reach us, see the
Readme file installed with Virtual CD or check our Web pages.
You have now reached the end of the manual. Thank you once again for choosing Virtual CD, and we hope you
enjoy using it!
We are always interested in hearing from our customers, whether you have questions, suggestions or complaints.
After all, we make this software for you, so it’s important for us to know what you want! Please send any
comments you have about Virtual CD to gbartels@online.de
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Virtual CD Network Concept
Advantages of Virtual CD in the Network
Alongside the general benefits of the Virtual CD emulation software, there are additional advantages when Virtual
CD is used in a network:

Clients Get “Real” CD Drives
When your users access a CD/DVD through a physical CD-ROM drive on a file server, their application programs
“see” a network drive rather than a CD. This can lead to difficulties in many cases; for example, some applications
that run from a CD—or CD applications, in other words—have a copy-protection mechanism that checks whether
their data is on a CD. If the CD in question runs on a file server and is accessed over the network, then this check
returns a negative answer. The data is found, of course, but the application detects it on a network drive, rather
than on the CD. Furthermore, when the physical CD is accessed over the network, none of the CD/DVD-specific
forms of access (such as audio access) are available.
Virtual CD v4 for Networks changes all that. Each network station on which Virtual CD is installed has a number
of virtual CD/DVD drives. Applications do not distinguish between these and physical drives, nor between virtual
and physical CDs. Thus it is no problem to a CD application from a virtual CD in a virtual drive!

No Limit on Drive Letters
With Virtual CD, you can provide access to as many CDs in the network as you like. Because each client can map
virtual drives to virtual CDs dynamically, there is no limit on the number of virtual CDs available to a given
station. Parallel access to multiple CDs is limited only by the number of available drive letters.
Here too, the Virtual CD network version offers a distinct advantage over central CD-ROM drive sharing. Depending
on how its CD drives are configured, a file server is restricted either by the number of drive letters or the number
of SCSI drives that can be installed. Virtual CD is not subject to either of these limitations. The number of virtual
CDs you can serve is limited only by the disk space available for storing them.

Return on Investment
Because Virtual CD does not impose any limits on the number of CDs you can provide to your users, the program
pays for itself as soon as you use a just few virtual CDs by saving you the expense of installing new hardware to
run them. Furthermore, the Virtual CD program significantly improves the speed and performance of CD applications,
which leads to wider acceptance and utilization of these applications, thus improving overall efficiency.

Functional Aspects
Because networks are used by a number of people, there are bound to be different requirements for the various
users. Perhaps you want to limit some of your users to “read” permission in virtual CDs, while allowing others to
make virtual CDs from physical CDs. Virtual CD gives you a choice of installation options that makes it easy to
integrate all of your requirements. For example, you can define which program functions are enabled in each
installation. Moreover, the new “central client setup” feature lets you configure a centralized Virtual CD Setup
program which can be stored on the network and started by your users and automatically installs Virtual CD with
your pre-defined settings. Just keep in mind that the users starting this client setup program must have administrator
rights on their machine.
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Drive Management
It is important to plan your drive management system from the beginning, since in most cases you are providing
not only access to a given CD/DVD, but also to the application that runs from it. ‘Drive management’ in this
context means reserving one or more free drive letters throughout the network—i.e., for all clients—to be used as
virtual CD drives. This ensures that all users and all virtual CD applications use the same drive letters for virtual
CDs. This is especially important for CD applications that run only from the drive they were originally installed
on—an application that looks for its data on drive F:, for example, has to find it on drive F: every time it is run.
Some CD applications, however, look for their data on the first CD drive they find. Where this is the case, we
recommend giving the virtual drive a letter that alphabetically precedes the letter of the physical drive.
Since programs usually “remember” the letter of the drive from which they were installed, it is usually advisable to
install a CD application from a virtual CD rather than a physical CD.

License Monitor
The License Monitor gives you an overall view of your Virtual CD licenses and shows which network stations are
using which licenses.
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Local Operation Mode

First Steps
Before you use Virtual CD TS, you need to configure certain settings. Which settings are required depends on how
you plan to use Virtual CD TS. There are two operating modes to choose from:
·
·

Local operation
Global operation

Local Operation Mode
In this mode, all virtual CDs are stored on the local terminal server hard disk. This mode is suited for use only with
a single terminal server; it cannot be used in server farms.

Share 1 with VCD container
Share 2 with VCD configurations

Terminal Server 1

Desktop PC with
VCD Network Edition

Global Operation Mode
In this mode, virtual CDs are stored on the network, on any file server that has sufficient space available. In this
case, configuration files for both Virtual CD TS and Virtual CD for Networks are also stored on a file server. This
mode can be used with either a single terminal server or a server farm.

Share 1 with VCD container
Share 2 with VCD configurations

File Server
Desktop PC with
VCD Network Edition
Terminal Server 2
Terminal Server 1
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Configuring Local Operation
Proceed as follows to configure Virtual CD TS for local operation:
1.

Create a directory on the local terminal server hard disk for storing virtual CDs. Make sure your hard disk
has sufficient space available.

2.

Share the new directory so that the Image Wizard in Virtual CD for Networks can create new virtual CDs
here.

3.

Share the <VCDTS>\system\config directory as well, because Virtual CD TS and Virtual CD for Networks
must use the same configuration files.

4.

Under Windows NT 4.0 Terminal Server, the Virtual CD TS Net Support Service plays an important role
when you use the “local operation” mode. Virtual CDs and program configuration files are accessed under
the login account used by this service. For this reason, you need to create a user account for the Virtual CD
TS Net Support Service with “read” permission in the shared virtual CD directory and full privileges in the
shared configuration directory. Then assign this user account as the login account for the service. (If you
run Virtual CD on a Windows 2000 server you can skip this step, as the System account has sufficient
privileges.)

We recommend creating a special user account exclusively for this purpose (called, for example,
VTSGateway) with privileges only in the required directories.

5.

Configure access permissions for both of these shared directories so that all users who are permitted to
create virtual CDs have full privileges here. All other users who log on in terminal server sessions require
only “read” permission in the directory where virtual CDs are stored. Non-administrative users who do not
need to modify Virtual CD settings do not require any privileges in the directory where the configuration
files are stored.

6.

Now start the Management program in Virtual CD for Networks from one of the workstations on which you
installed that edition. Select Virtual CD Settings from the View menu to open the configuration program
for the network version. Click on the Network tab and enter the share for the Virtual CD TS configuration
directory.

Once you have completed these steps, Virtual CD TS is configured to work together with Virtual CD for Networks
2
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in local operation mode, and you are ready to create a virtual CD. New virtual CDs that are stored in the Global
View of the Virtual CD for Networks Management program are automatically added to the CD Management
program in Virtual CD TS and are available in terminal server sessions.

Because virtual CDs are stored on the local terminal server hard disk when you work in local
operation mode, this mode can be used only if you have a single terminal server; it cannot be
used in server farms.

Configuring Global Operation
If you opt for the “global operation” mode, proceed as follows to configure Virtual CD TS accordingly:
1.

Create a directory on any hard disk for storing virtual CDs. Make sure you choose a hard disk that has
sufficient space available.

2.

Share the new directory so that the Image Wizard in Virtual CD for Networks can create new virtual CDs
here.

3.

Virtual CD TS and Virtual CD for Networks both use the same configuration files for certain operations. For
this reason, you need to create a shared directory on the file server so that all Virtual CD TS servers and
Virtual CD for Networks can access these files.

4.

Configure access permissions for both of these shared directories so that all users who are permitted to
create virtual CDs have full privileges here. All other users who log on in terminal server sessions require
only “read” permission in the directory where virtual CDs are stored. Non-administrative users who do not
need to modify Virtual CD settings do not require any privileges in the directory where the configuration
files are stored.

5.

The Virtual CD TS Net Support Service plays an important role when you use the “global operation”
mode. Virtual CDs and program configuration files are accessed under the login account used by this
service. For this reason, you need to create a user account for the Virtual CD TS Net Support Service with
“read” permissions in the shared virtual CD directory and full privileges in the shared configuration directory.
Then assign this user account as the login account for the service.

We recommend creating a special user account exclusively for this purpose (called, for example,
VTSGateway) with privileges only in the required directories.

6.

Now run the Virtual CD TS Administration program and select Edit / Server pools to open the Server Pool
Management dialog.

7.

Create a new server pool here. Select the shared directory containing your configuration files as the path to
the pool definition file, and give the server pool a name that indicates its purpose.

8.

Select the new server pool and click on Edit. The Server Pool dialog lists all Virtual CD TS terminal servers
that can be added to the server pool. Select all servers that you wish to assign to the new pool.

9.

Now start the Management program in Virtual CD for Networks from one of the workstations on which you
installed that edition. Select Virtual CD Settings from the View menu to open the configuration program
for the network version. Click on the Network tab and enter the share for the Virtual CD TS configuration
directory.

Once you have completed these steps, Virtual CD TS is configured to work together with Virtual CD for Networks
in global operation mode, and you are ready to create a virtual CD. New virtual CDs that are stored in the Global
View of the Virtual CD for Networks Management program are automatically added to the CD Management
program in Virtual CD TS and are available in terminal server sessions.
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Creating a Virtual CD
For instructions on creating virtual CDs, please see the section entitled Creating a Virtual CD in the manual for the
network edition of Virtual CD. (The same procedure is also described in the manual to the single-user edition.)

Support for audio CDs is new in Virtual CD TS v5. The only condition is that you create your
virtual audio CDs in the form of data files (as opposed to sound files). Audio CDs with individual
sound files cannot be played under Virtual CD TS (see also „Settings for Audio Tracks“ in the
manual for the single-user version).
We recommend disabling data compression when creating CDs for terminal servers, as the
decompression performed every time a virtual CD is used amounts to an additional burden on
the CPU. Especially in a multi-user environment, the amount of disk space saved by using
compression does not justify the increased load on the CPU.

What’s Next?
You can read on for more detailed information or, if you feel confident with the steps you have performed up to
now and wish to try a few other practical exercises, you can put the manual aside for the moment and check out
some of the other programs and functions. For example, you might try starting the Administration program or the
CD Management program and having a look at the features available there.
The next two chapters of this manual focus on configuration and general use of Virtual CD TS.
Setting Up Virtual CD TS tells you how to integrate the program in your system.
Working with Virtual CD TS explains all you need to know about creating and managing virtual CDs.
Which chapter you read first is up to you, as they each deal with different topics and different focal points.

Setting Up Virtual CD TS
Any software used in a terminal server environment must have the capacity to meet a variety of requirements.
Virtual CD TS has a number of mechanisms that make it highly adaptable. Below we list some of the most common
requirements, with references to the sections that describe how they can be met.
·

How can I grant different sets of permissions to the various Virtual CD users in my network?
This question is answered directly below, under Access Privileges for Virtual CD TS Programs.

·

How can I create tailored working environments for different Virtual CD users?
The procedure in question is explained further on, under Configuring Drive Letters with Inserted Virtual
CDs.

·

How can I control access to individual virtual CDs?
This subject is treated in detail under Access Control at the File Level.

·

How do I configure access to virtual CDs that are stored on a central file server?
The “global operation” mode is described above, in the First Steps section. The section below called
Storing Virtual CDs on the Network provides a detailed description of the settings required for storing
your virtual CDs centrally.

·

What is a server pool and how do I configure one?
The Configuring Server Pools section explains the function of server pools and provides details on their
configuration and management.
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Profile Editor
In general, not all your users should have access all of the functions available in Virtual CD TS. This is why Virtual
CD TS lets you configure user profiles. In these profiles you can define, for example, which NT groups or NT users
have which privileges in Virtual CD TS. Start the Virtual CD TS Administration program under an administrative
account and open Edit / Profiles to run the Profile Editor.
Access Privileges for Virtual CD Programs
When you run the Profile Editor you will find two profiles, called “Internal profile for administrators” and “Internal
profile for users.”

Select the profile for administrators and click on “Edit” (

).

On the “General” page, you can define which Virtual CD TS programs can be launched by the members of this
profile. The following options are available here:
·

Virtual CD administrator: This option must be enabled to allow users to run Virtual CD TS Administration
and other administrative programs. If an unauthorized user tries to run one of these programs, the message
“Access denied” is shown.

Members of a profile with Virtual CD administrator enabled also require „write“ privileges in:
·
the Windows Registry, and
·
the Virtual CD configuration files.
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·

Insert / eject virtual CDs: If this option is disabled, members of this profile cannot insert or eject virtual
CDs.

·

Edit virtual drives: Enabling this option allows profile members to run the Drive Editor and add or delete
virtual drives.

·

Central administration mode client: When the “Central” network mode (see “Network Mode”) is active, a
single virtual CD can be inserted or ejected in all sessions in a given server pool simultaneously. In a
terminal server session, this function can be activated only by a member of a profile in which this option
is enabled.

Changes in these settings are active only after a new session is opened. Users working in active
sessions when the changes are made are not affected.

Configuring Virtual Drives and CDs
Virtual CD profiles let you define not only access privileges for Virtual CD programs, but also the individual
working environment that is activated when the user logs on to a terminal server. This includes which drive letters
are used for virtual drives and which virtual CDs are inserted in specified drives when the session is opened.
These settings can be edited on the Virtual Drives page of the profile properties.

Simply select the drive letters to be used as virtual drives in sessions opened by members of this profile, and click
on Edit (

) to have a virtual CDs inserted automatically in a given drive when the session starts.

Virtual drives are assigned cumulatively among all profiles active in a given session; in other
words, if a user belongs to more than one profile, all drives enabled in all of the profiles in
question are available to that user.
If the various profiles that a user belongs to specify different virtual CDs for a single virtual
drive, then the CD which will actually be inserted in that drive is the one specified in the last
entry in the list of profiles shown in the Profile Editor.
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Users and Groups in Profiles
All Windows users and administrators who will use Virtual CD TS must belong to a Virtual CD TS profile.

If a Windows user is not a member of a profile, no virtual drives are assigned for that user, which means the Virtual
CD TS program cannot be used.
Any user can belong to more than one profile. Users are assigned all virtual drives specified in all profiles they
belong to. Each virtual CD mapped in a profile is inserted in turn, in the order in which the profiles are listed; if
different virtual CDs are specified for a single drive, the virtual CD that remains inserted is the one specified in the
last profile listed. Use the Up and Down buttons to change the order in which profiles are listed in the Profile
Editor. Profiles are processed from top to bottom in the order in which they are listed here. The settings defined on
the General page are also assigned cumulatively.
For example, anyone who belongs to at least one profile with the Virtual CD administrator setting enabled has
administrative privileges in Virtual CD TS.

Less is More
As you can see from the description above, it is easy to work with user profiles and to configure permissions in
Virtual CD TS. There is one general rule that you should keep in mind, however:

Less is more!

In other words, the fewer profiles you define, the easier it is to manage Virtual CD TS permissions. The converse
also applies: the more profiles you use, the more complicated it is to manage Virtual CD TS permissions.
Before you add a new profile, it is a good idea to double-check whether the addition is really necessary, or whether
for example you can achieve your objective using an existing profile.
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Access Privileges at the File Level
Certain access privileges need to be configured in accordance with the settings in your Virtual CD TS installation.

Local Operation

Directory with
virtual CDs

Directory with Virtual
CD TS configuration files

Virtual CD TS users
Virtual CD TS administrators

Read
Full access

No access
Full access

Virtual CD TS Net Support service

(Read)

(Full access)

Global Operation

Directory with

Directory with Virtual

Virtual CD TS users

virtual CDs
Read

CD TS configuration files
No access

Virtual CD TS administrators
Virtual CD TS Net Support service

Full access
Read

Full access
Full access

In global operation mode, the Virtual CD TS Net Support service requires a separate logon that
gives it the required permissions in the relevant directories.

It is easy to control access to your virtual CDs by simply configuring the appropriate access privileges to the
container files. To block a user from accessing a given virtual CD, all you have to do is deny access privileges to
the corresponding container files. In fact, it is enough to just block access to the VC4 file.
In the Virtual CD TS v5 Settings dialog, open the CD Management page to define whether the files in which a
user has no privileges are hidden from that user, or are listed as inaccessible.

Storing Virtual CDs on the Network
Depending on how many virtual CDs you create, you may find that virtual CDs take up a significant amount of
disk space. In some cases, there might not be enough space available on your terminal server. This is why Virtual
CD TS lets you store virtual CDs on other network servers as well. In fact, if you want a given virtual CD to be
accessible from more than one terminal server, it is essential that you store it on a different network server rather
than on a terminal server, as it would otherwise take up space on all your terminal servers. The Virtual CD TS
program itself can access only virtual CDs stored on a local hard drive of the terminal server where Virtual CD TS
is installed. This is because the Virtual CD TS driver does not have sufficient rights to access network resources. To
access virtual CDs over the network, a dedicated service must be set up with a user account that has privileges in
the network resources where virtual CDs are stored.
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To set up and start this service—or, if the service was already set up (during installation, for example), to change
settings for the service—open the settings that let you access services on your terminal server. Find the Virtual CD
TS Net Support service and open the “Properties” dialog. Enter the account, including the password, that the
service will run under:

To enable your Virtual CD TS program to access your virtual CDs, the account you enter here
must have „read“ rights in all network resources where virtual CDs are stored.
Windows 2000 servers: In „local operation“ mode, the Virtual CD TS Net Support Service runs
under a system account and generally does not require a separate logon. Keep in mind, however,
that the System login account requires rights in the shared directories. If you remove the
Everyone group from the set of users that have rights in the shared directories, for example, you
have to add the System account to the list of permitted users.
Windows NT 4.0 terminal server: Even in „local operation“ mode, the Virtual CD TS Net Support
service has to run under a separate login account, because the System account does not have
sufficient rights to container files.
After you define the login account for the service, set the startup type to Automatic, so that the service runs
automatically every time the terminal server is started.
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After configuring these settings, start the service and click on OK to close the dialog.

If the startup type is not set to Automatic, Virtual CD TS cannot access virtual CDs stored on the
network until an administrator starts the service „manually.“

Virtual CD TS can now access all virtual CDs stored on the network.

The fact that a virtual CD stored on the network is visible in the Virtual CD TS CD Management
program, and is shown with all its properties, does not necessarily mean that it can be accessed
by the Virtual CD TS driver. The driver can access only those virtual CDs that can be reached
under the login account of the Virtual CD TS Net Support service. The CD Management program,
on the other hand, can „see“ all CDs that are accessible to the account under which the current
user is logged on. Thus a user may be able to see a given virtual CD in the CD Management
program, but not to insert it . For this reason, it is important to make sure both the service and
the relevant users have sufficient rights to access virtual CDs over the network.

License Manager
Run the Virtual CD TS Administration program and select Edit / License Manager... to start the License Manager.
This is where you can enter your licensing codes for registration. At the very minimum, one basic license is
required for operating Virtual CD TS on a terminal server. Any additional licenses are referred to as supplementary
licenses, and increase the number of concurrent sessions in which Virtual CD TS is available.

Exactly one Virtual CD TS Basic License must be active on each terminal server. There is no
limit to the number of supplementary licenses you can register.

One license is required for each user who runs at least one virtual CD in a terminal server session. Thanks to the
Virtual CD TS server pooling function, however, the number of user licenses available on a given terminal server
is not necessary limited to the number of licenses registered in the License Manager for that server. When you
group servers in a server pool, the user licenses registered in these servers are pooled as well. This means that all
licenses available on all servers are available to users on any of the terminal servers in the pool.

Every user with at least one virtual drive and at least one virtual CD inserted takes up one
license. This applies to users logged in on the terminal server console as well.
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Adding a License Code
Virtual CD TS comes with a license code for registration. To register your Virtual CD TS program and the user licenses
purchased with it, your need to enter your license code(s) in the License Manager.

Deleting a License Code
To delete a license code, select the “Delete” command. You are prompted for confirmation before the license is
deleted. After deleting a license, you can install it on another terminal server.

Configuring Server Pools
Run the Virtual CD TS Administration program and select Edit / Server pools to open the Server Pool Management
program.

In the following, we will address a few basic questions about Server Pool Management:
·
·
·
·

What is a server pool?
How do you create a server pool?
How do you add a server to a server pool?
How do you remove a server from a server pool?

What is a Server Pool?
A server pool is a group of terminal servers on which Virtual CD TS is installed. The decisive characteristic of a
server pool is that all servers in a given pool use the same set of configuration data (see “Global Operation Mode”).
This means that the same set of virtual CDs is available on all servers in a given pool, and all virtual CDs are
presented in the same manner in the CD Management program opened from these servers. Furthermore, the servers
in a given pool share user licenses. In other words, server pooling also enables license pooling. If you use Virtual
CD TS on a Citrix terminal server, you can pool your servers in accordance with the configuration of your server
farms.
Server pool configuration data, such as the pool name and the list of terminal servers in the pool, is stored in a pool
definition file. You can configure any number of server pools in your network, but each terminal server can be a
member of only one pool.
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Creating a Server Pool
Click on Add (

) in the Server Pool Management window. A dialog opens, prompting you to enter the path for

the pool definition file. The path selected here should show the location of the Virtual CD configuration files (for
details, see “Global Operation Mode”). Then you can enter a name for the server pool.

Make sure the path for the pool definition file leads to the same shared directory that you
selected for configuration files when you configured the global operation mode.

Adding a Terminal Server to a Server Pool
If you already have a server pool in your network and wish to add a Virtual CD TS terminal server to this pool,
simply proceed as follows. In the Server Pool Management program, click on the Search on disk button (

)

and select the configuration directory for the server pool in question.

Select the desired pool definition file in the Server Pool Management and click on Edit (

). A list of all available

servers in your network is shown; checkmarks indicate members of the selected server pool.

Simply tick the box next to the desired server and confirm your selection by clicking on Set. The selected terminal
server is now a member of the active server pool.
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When you add a terminal server to a server pool, the Virtual CD TS Net Support service on that
server must have „read“ and „write“ privileges in the pool definition file and the configuration
directory.
If the server you added was a member of another server pool, it is automatically removed from
the „old“ pool when you add it to the „new“ pool.

Removing a Terminal Server from a Server Pool
To remove a server from a server pool, simply select that server from the list shown in Server Pool Management, click on
Edit, remove the checkmark next to the server name, and click on Set.

Setting the Virtual CD TS Server Port
The servers in a server pool exchange certain information over the Internet protocol (IP). You can select the port for
this communication in your Windows Control Panel.

Open the Control Panel and run Virtual CD TS Server from this window; this opens a dialog where you can modify
the port setting.
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Working with Virtual CD TS
This chapter provides an in-depth look at how you can use Virtual CD. The main focus in the following sections is
on the basic operating features in the Virtual CD programs.

Each of the Virtual CD TS programs has a comprehensive on-line Help program that explains
program operation in detail. If you have any questions about the functions or procedures in a
given Virtual CD program, select the Help menu command in that program.

Programs Installed with Virtual CD TS
Once you have installed Virtual CD TS, you will find the following programs in the <VCDTS>\\system directory:
Symbol

Program
Quick Start Utility

Description
The Quick Start Utility is started automatically when a user
logs on and provides direct access to the main Virtual CD TS
programs

CD Management

For processing virtual CDs (insert, eject, edit properties and
passwords, etc.)

Administration

For configuring central settings and administration tasks

Command Line Program

Virtual CDs can be inserted and ejected over the command
line

Diagnostics Program

Summarizes the information required by our support team

The Virtual CD TS Administration program is described in detail under “Setting Up Virtual CD TS.” That chapter
focused on three programs:
·
·
·

the Profile Editor,
the License Monitor, and
the Server Pool Management program

and addressed the general configuration settings in Virtual CD TS. From this point onward, we shall concentrate
on functions required in the day-to-day use of Virtual CD TS. These program functions are divided into two main
areas:
·
·

Central management of virtual CDs
Setting up applications

The following chapters provide detailed descriptions of the most important aspects of these main areas and the
programs involved.
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Launching Virtual CD TS Programs
Designing a user interface that suits every user’s preferences and habits is a general problem in software development.
Even Virtual CD TS cannot fulfill this ideal—but it has been developed with a view to offering a variety of ways to
reach a given aim. The motto for Virtual CD TS operation is:

All roads lead to Rome

Most of the functions for working with Virtual CD TS are accessible through:
·
·
·

the Virtual CD TS “CD Management” program,
the Virtual CD TS Quick Start Utility, and
the Windows Explorer extension.

Virtual CDs can be inserted, ejected or created using any of these three programs.

The Quick Start Utility
The Quick Start Utility is added to the StartUp folder when you install Virtual CD TS. Once this utility is started, the
VCD icon is shown in the system tray of your Windows task bar and provides direct access to the main commands
in Virtual CD TS.

Command

Description

CD Management

Starts the CD Management program.

Administration
Settings

Starts the Administration program.
Opens the dialog for configuring global settings.

Add/remove virtual drives
Network mode

Opens the dialog for adding and removing virtual drives.
Opens the panel for toggling the network mode between “Normal” and “Central.”

Explorer
Eject

Starts the Explorer for a virtual drive.
Removes the virtual CD from the selected virtual drive.

Insert
About...

Loads the selected virtual CD in the selected virtual drive.
Shows information about the program.

Exit

Closes the Quick Start Utility.
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The Explorer Extension
The Explorer extension lets you call certain Virtual CD TS functions from the Windows Explorer. The functions are
shown in shortcut menus opened by right-clicking in the Explorer. The following table shows the commands
available in the shortcut menus and the conditions under which they are accessible.
Command
Insert virtual CD

Condition
Shown in the shortcut menu when you right-click on a virtual drive. Opens a submenu

Eject

showing the virtual CDs you can choose from.
Ejecting a virtual CD is analogous to ejecting a physical CD and uses the same shell entry

CD Management
The CD Management program contains all the functions used with virtual CDs and gives you direct access to
virtual CD properties.
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The program window is divided into three panes:
Drive View (left): Shows the virtual drives and any virtual CDs currently loaded.
Image View (upper right): Shows the virtual CDs available.
Detail View (lower right): Shows the contents of the virtual CD selected in the Image view.
The toolbar has buttons for all of the commands available for processing virtual CDs.

Command
Network mode

Description
Opens the panel for toggling the network mode between «Normal» and «Central.»

Insert
Eject

Loads the selected virtual CD in the selected virtual drive.
Removes the virtual CD from the selected virtual drive.

Find
Reset

Searches a given path for existing virtual CDs.
Deletes a virtual CD.

New Folder
Up

Adds a new folder for storing virtual CDs.
Changes to the next higher folder.

View
Help

Moves the focus to the Image view.
Opens the on-line Help program.

Inserting and Ejecting Virtual CDs
All of the Virtual CD TS programs offer the “Insert” and “Eject” commands.
In the CD Management program, both the virtual CD and the virtual drive must be selected before you can activate
the “Insert” command. If a virtual CD is already loaded in a given virtual drive, that drive is selected automatically
when you select the virtual CD. To eject a virtual CD, you need only select the drive from which you wish to eject
the CD.
In addition to using menu commands or toolbar buttons to insert virtual CDs, you can also use drag-and-drop. To
do this, select the desired virtual CD, press and hold the left mouse button, and drag the CD to the desired virtual
drive. The virtual CD is inserted as soon as you release the mouse button.
The Quick Start Utility and the Explorer extension let you insert and eject virtual CDs by selecting the relevant
virtual CD or virtual drive from a menu.

Properties of a Virtual CD
Every virtual CD has a certain set of properties (including, for example, a “Description”). You can edit these
properties in the CD Management program. To do this, open the CD Management program (Start / Programs /
Virtual CD 5 TS / CD Management) and double-click on the virtual CD in the Image view. This opens a dialog with
four pages.

“General” Dialog Page
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In addition to the properties set when the virtual CD was created, you can configure the following properties here:

If a user has „read“ privileges but no „write“ permission in the container files, some of these
fields (such as „Description,“ for example) are static and cannot be edited.

·
·

Default drive: The first drive in which the virtual CD was inserted.
Eject on exit: The virtual CD is ejected from the virtual drive when the user ends the terminal server
session. With this setting enabled, the virtual CD is NOT automatically inserted in the most recently used
drive at start up. This is especially useful if you have CD applications that start automatically when the CD
is inserted.
If a single user has multiple terminal server sessions open and this setting is disabled, the
virtual CD used in the last of these sessions to be closed is automatically inserted the next time
that user logs on to the terminal server.

·

Create shortcut: Creates a desktop shortcut to the virtual CD, which uses the Virtual CD command line
program to insert the virtual CD.

“Comment” Dialog Page

You can add a Comment of up to 2047 characters to the file properties, if desired; for example, to describe the
virtual CD.

“Statistics” Dialog Page

The Statistics page shows information on the virtual CD. The data here cannot be edited.
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“Category” Dialog Page

The Category page shows all folders that the virtual CD is currently listed in. A virtual CD can be included in more
than one folder only if this is explicitly permitted in the Virtual CD Settings.

Adding Existing Virtual CDs
If you had already created virtual CDs before you installed Virtual CD TS v5, you need to “add” them to your new
Virtual CD program before they can be used.
To do this, click on the Find button:
The Search in field in the “Find Existing Image Files” dialog lets you define a path for the search.

In the Virtual CD files field you can limit the search to a specific file type; choices include VC4 files, used by the
latest program version, FCD files from earlier versions, and ISO files, created with CD-writing software. Click on
Start searching to begin the search. All container files found are listed in the lower half of this window.
Select the desired files from this list and click on Add selected image files to integrate them in your Virtual CD “CD
Management” program. Alternatively, you can click on Add all image files to integrate all of the virtual CDs listed.
The new file VC4 file type has been implemented in place of the old FCD type in order to integrate new functions
in Virtual CD. If older container file versions are found, these are converted to the new file format before being
added to your CD Management. Once a file has been converted to the new format, it CANNOT be used with earlier
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versions of the Virtual CD program. Select the Copy the image files before converting them option if you think
you might want to use these virtual CDs again with the older Virtual CD program. If you do not enable this option,
a warning is given before the conversion is carried out. Once an FCD file has been converted to the VC4 format, it
cannot be restored to its original format.

Whichever method you choose for finding existing virtual CDs, they must be integrated under
a UNC path name to ensure accessibility of the virtual CDs from any station in your network.

Deleting a Virtual CD
A distinction is made between deleting a virtual CD from the hard drive and merely removing it from the system.
In either case, begin by selecting the desired CD in the Image view of the CD Management program and activating
the Delete command.

If you select the option “Delete the image from the hard disk”, the virtual CD is irretrievably deleted and would
have to be created all over again from a physical CD if you wanted to use it in your system in future. If you click
on “OK” here without selecting that option, the representation of the virtual CD is removed from your Virtual CD
TS system, which means it is no longer displayed in the CD Management program and cannot be accessed by users.
You can, however, add it to your system again at a later stage as described above (see “Adding Existing Virtual
CDs”).

A virtual CD can be deleted only if it is not in use, whether by users or by any system
components.

Managing Virtual Drives
Virtual CD TS lets you change virtual drive connections “on the fly” (while the Virtual CD TS program is running).
To do this, select Edit / Change Drives in the CD Management program.
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The list shows all drive letters and the devices mapped to them. If the symbol for a given drive is semi-transparent,
this indicates that the drive in question is not mapped to any device. Click on a drive letter to map a device or undo
mapping.

We recommend exercising caution here, as nothing actually prevents you from mapping a
virtual drive to a drive letter that is already connected to a physical device. If this happens, it
could destabilize your terminal server system.
The option Make these settings effective for all sessions lets you store the new settings beyond the current
session. When you do this, users are assigned virtual drives according to these settings from this point onwards.
Active sessions that were opened before you made these changes, however, are not affected. Click on Reset to undo
your changes; in this case, virtual drives are assigned according to the configurations in the user profiles. The
Reset button is not available if there are no drive settings stored for the selected user.

The „Change Drives“ dialog can only be opened by members of a user profile with the Virtual
CD administrator setting enabled.

Network Mode
The Virtual CD TS “network mode” can be set to “Normal” or “Central.” When you activate the “Central” network
mode, you can insert and eject CDs for all active sessions at one time. To do this, start the Virtual CD Network
Mode administration from your CD Management by selecting Edit / Network mode.... This opens a panel in
which you can toggle the network mode between “Normal” and “Central.”

The buttons in this panel have the following functions:
Symbol

Description
Toggles the network mode between “Normal” and “Central.”

Lets you set a password to protect the “Central” network mode.

Closes the program.

When the “Central” network mode is active, all CDs you insert or eject are simultaneously inserted or ejected in all
other active terminal server sessions as well. In this case, the CD Management program cannot be used in any other
session to insert or eject virtual CDs.

The network mode setting in Virtual CD TS is independent of the network mode active in
Virtual CD for Networks
The „Network Mode“ panel can be opened only by members of a user profile with the Virtual
CD administrator setting enabled.
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Virtual CD TS Administration
Virtual CD TS gives you full control over the virtual drives, even in active sessions open on the terminal server. To
open the Virtual CD TS Administration program, select Start / Programs / Virtual CD 5 TS / Administration.

The Administration program window shows which users are currently running Virtual CD TS in terminal server
sessions. If the server on which you call Virtual CD TS Administration is a member of a server pool, the entire pool
is shown in the Administration window. The name of the server pool, number of licenses registered and number of
licenses in use are shown at the top level of the directory tree. Thanks to the license pooling function, you do not
require additional Virtual CD licenses unless all licenses in the pool are used up. The individual servers in the pool
are shown on the lower branches of the directory tree. The number of licenses registered and licenses in use are also
shown for individual servers. All users currently using virtual CD drives are shown below the corresponding
servers. Below the user names, in turn, all virtual drives are displayed, along with any inserted virtual CDs. One
license is taken up by each user who has at least one virtual CD inserted. In addition to providing this up-to-theminute overview of Virtual CD activity, the Administration program lets you perform a number of tasks centrally.
The Administration toolbar gives you direct access to all the commands you need for managing virtual drives in
active sessions.

Command
Insert

Description
Inserts a virtual CD in the selected virtual drives.

Eject
Eject CD

Ejects the virtual CDs from all selected virtual drives.
Ejects a selected virtual CD from all virtual drives in which it is currently loaded.

Virtual drives
Profiles

Lets you manage the virtual drives for the selected user.
Lets you edit permissions and manage drive mapping centrally.

Servers
Licenses

Starts the Server Pool Management program.
Starts the License Manager for this server.

Settings
Help

Lets you configure global settings for the server or server pool.
Opens the on-line Help program.

In addition to commands for starting the License Manager, Profile Editor and Server Pool Management, which are
described in detail elsewhere in this manual, you can also activate functions here for inserting and ejecting virtual
CDs and managing virtual CD drives. Unlike the corresponding functions in the CD Management program, which
affect only the session you are logged in on, the Administration functions apply to all active sessions on the
terminal server or in the server pool.

Use the Administration program to insert and eject virtual CDs for users who do not have
permission to eject virtual CDs.
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Inserting a Virtual CD
The Administration program lets you insert virtual CDs in any active session(s). To do this, begin by selecting the
virtual drive(s) in which you wish to load a virtual CD.

To select a drive, click in the box next to the corresponding drive letter. A checkmark appears in the box, indicating
that the drive is selected.

A virtual CD can be inserted in only one virtual drive per session. If you select more than one
virtual drive in a given session, the virtual CD is inserted in the last drive selected for that
session.
Now select the Insert command to open the Select Virtual CD dialog. This dialog lists all virtual CDs found in your
system.

Select the virtual CD you wish to insert and click on “OK.” After a moment, the virtual CD is inserted in the selected
virtual drives, and the drives are automatically deselected.
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Ejecting a Virtual CD
To eject virtual CDs remotely, begin by selecting the virtual drives from which you wish to eject CDs:

In contrast to the “Insert” command, you can select as many virtual drives per session as you like. Once you have
selected the desired virtual CD drives, select the Eject command. After a moment, the virtual CDs are ejected and
the selected drives are empty.

This function ejects the virtual CD even if the CD is in use. If an application is using data from
the virtual CD in question, that application will crash

Ejecting a Virtual CD Globally
The Eject command lets you remove a virtual CD from selected drives. In some cases, however, this function does
not eject a CD globally. The Eject CD command lets you remove a virtual CD regardless of which virtual drive it is
in.
When you select this command, the Select Virtual CD dialog opens. This dialog lists only the virtual CDs that are
currently loaded in virtual drives. Select the virtual CD that you wish to eject and click on “OK.” After a moment,
the virtual CD is ejected from the virtual drives in all sessions in which it is loaded. If you wish to overwrite a CD,
eject it globally first and then remove it from the CD Management program as well, so that no one attempts to use
it while you are overwriting it.

This function ejects the virtual CD even if the CD is in use. If an application is using data from
the virtual CD in question, that application will crash.
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Editing Virtual Drives
The CD Management program in Virtual CD TS lets you edit virtual drives within a session. Since not all of your
users have access to the CD Management program, or permission to Edit virtual drives, the Administration
program lets you perform this task remotely.
To change the virtual drives available to a given user, begin by selecting the user. This opens a dialog similar to
that opened in the CD Management program for this purpose.

The main difference is that the title bar of this window, unlike the window opened through the CD Management
program, shows the user and terminal server names. As soon as you make the desired changes and click on “OK,”
the changes are reflected in the Administration window and are effective in the corresponding session.
If you select the Make these settings effective for all sessions option, the new settings are stored and are loaded
again the next time a session is opened on this server. Keep in mind that these settings overwrite any drive
mapping configured in the user profiles. Click on Reset to undo your changes; when you do this, virtual drives are
mapped according to the configurations in the Profiles dialog.

These settings affect only the drives in the current session. If a given user has more than one
session open and you select the option to make the settings effective for all sessions, this might
overwrite the drive mapping currently configured for the user in question.
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Setting Up Applications
With Virtual CD TS, a single drive letter can be used for different virtual CDs in different terminal server sessions.
In other words, the drive settings are session-specific. For example, the V: drive might contain a CD with a
collection of pictures on it in one session, while in another session, drive V: contains a multimedia CD. If a given
drive is permanently mapped to a certain CD, however, this connection can be changed only by users who have
permission to run the CD management program. Furthermore, some CDs require the installation of an application,
which most users are not allowed to perform. To simplify user access to applications started from virtual CDs, you
can use the Virtual CD TS command line program to create a shortcut on a user’s desktop, for example, or to
configure the application in question as the startup application when a given user opens a terminal server session.

The Command Line Program
The Command Line Program is stored in the <VCDTS>\\system\ directory. It can run in either “active” or “inactive”
mode.
The active mode is started by double-clicking on the program file.

This opens a window showing the command line arguments that you can pass to the program.
Argument
<file>.vc4

Description
Inserts the <file>.vc4 image file in your default drive.

/i <file>.vc4 <drive>
/i <description> <drive>

Inserts the <file>.vc4 image file in the specified <drive>.
Inserts the image file with this <description> in the specified <drive>.

/e <drive>
/x <program>

Ejects the image file from the specified <drive>.
Executes the specified <program>.

/v
/q

Outputs detailed messages.
Suppresses all messages resulting from the arguments that follow this argument in
the command line.

To test your command line input, enter the desired arguments in the Enter argument(s) field and click on Run. If
the commands are processed correctly, the field is cleared and you can enter another command. If any arguments
were entered incorrectly, the line entered remains in the display; in this case, you can correct the input and try
again.
In the inactive mode, you can enter commands and arguments directly on the command line.
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Example:
\\user\\vtscmd.exe /q /i “Multimedia CD 1” u: /x u:\xxx.exe
The arguments entered in this example have the following effects:
·
·
·

All messages are suppressed.
The virtual CD with the description “Multimedia CD 1” (entered in quotation marks because the description
includes spaces) is inserted in the “u:” virtual drive.
The application “u:\\xxx.exe” is started from the virtual CD.

Keep in mind that arguments are processed in the order in which they appear on the command
line. For example, if the „u:\xxx.exe“ argument precedes the „/i „<description>““ argument, an
error results, because the program cannot be started from the virtual CD before the virtual CD
is inserted.
If errors occur when starting the Virtual CD command line program, use the active mode to test
the program start. Keep in mind that a command processed correctly under your own account
might not run under another user account, due to differences in user permissions.
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Appendix
Using Other Editions of Virtual CD
There are three editions of the Virtual CD program available, each tailored for use in a different type of environment:
·
·
·

Single-user Edition: Virtual CD, version 4.x
Network Edition: Virtual CD for Networks, version 4.x
Terminal Server Edition: Virtual CD TS, version 5

All three programs can use the same virtual CDs. As you have probably read by now, the network edition is used
to create virtual CDs for use in terminal server environments. Of course Virtual CDs created with the single-user
edition can also be used in the terminal server environment. Thus three editions of the program can work in
harmony in a single network.

CD Formats Supported by Virtual CD TS
Virtual CD TS supports the following CD formats as sources for creating virtual CDs:
CD Format

Remark

DVD-ROM

Contains data. The main difference between this and a CD-ROM is that the
DVD has a considerably higher capacity than a CD.

DVD Video
Audio CD (CDDA)1

Usually contains movies in MPEG2 format.
CD digital audio; music CD

CD-Extra1

Multisession CD. One session contains data for the computer, the other
contains music tracks.

Video CD

Predecessor to the DVD. Due to lower capacity (compared to a DVD), MPEG1
compression is used here, which has a negative affect on playback quality.

CDI1
CD-Text1

CD format for interactive content.
Similar to the format of audio CDs, with additional information on album
title, artist name and track titles. The additional information is available
only if the required support is provided by the CD drive and the CD player.

Mixed-mode CD (data/audio)1

This type of CD contains data in the first track and music in all other tracks.
This format is mainly used for games.

Photo CD

Format for storing digital pictures. The pictures from one “roll” of film are
stored on the CD in a session, which makes it possible to use the CD for more
than one roll.
Data CD.

CD-ROM

1
Audio data must be stored as data files, and the media player must be able to read digital data from the CD. Under Windows
NT 4.0 and Windows 2000, the Microsoft Media Player versions 7.1 and earlier do not support this function.

Directory Structure
Virtual CD TS creates the following subdirectories in the directory you specify for installation:
Directory
...\System

Description
Contains programs for Virtual CD TS administration

...\System\Config

Contains configuration files for the local operation mode and must be shared when this
mode is used.

…\Language

This directory and its subdirectories contain files for support of other languages.
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Troubleshooting
Some of the more common problems that have been encountered are described below, along with their solutions.

?

I installed an application from a physical CD, and now the application always demands that the
original CD be inserted in the physical drive, even though the corresponding virtual CD is already
inserted in a virtual drive.

!

Many CD applications require that the CD be loaded in a drive with the same drive letter that was
used when installing the application. Thus a virtual CD might not work if the application was
installed from a physical drive and then run from a virtual CD. This problem can usually be solved
by de-installing the CD application and then installing it from the virtual CD in a virtual drive.

?
!

A virtual CD I have stored on the network cannot be inserted using the “CD Management” program,
even though it is visible, and apparently accessible, to the user in this program.

?
!
?
!
?
!
?
!
?
!

There are a number of possible causes of this error:
Check whether the Virtual CD TS Net Support service is running. If it is not running, you need to
start it.
Check whether the login account used by the service has sufficient privileges in the directory where
the virtual CD in question is stored. Configure privileges as needed to enable the required access.
It is not possible to insert a particular virtual CD in a terminal server session using the command
line program.
Open the Windows Explorer under the same user account and check whether the virtual CD can be
accessed. If not, you may need to change the permissions for the virtual CD.
The virtual CD inserted in a given virtual CD drive is not shown in any of the Virtual CD TS
programs (such as the CD Management program).
The account under which you are logged in does not have sufficient privileges to access the file in
question. The account under which the Virtual CD TS Net Support service runs, on the other hand,
has sufficient rights to insert the virtual CD. Configure privileges as needed to enable the user in
question to access the file.
In some sessions, no virtual drives are displayed.
Check whether the user belongs to a Virtual CD TS profile. No virtual drives are shown unless the
user is a member of a Virtual CD TS profile.
A certain Virtual CD TS function cannot be activated under a given login account, even though the
user in question has permission to use the function.
Check all of the permissions that are set to “Deny.” Keep in mind that, if a permission is set to Deny
for a user in only one location within the Virtual CD system (whether directly or as a member of a
group), this is sufficient to block the function for that user no matter how many other locations are
set to Permit.
The Image Writer cannot overwrite an existing virtual CD with a new image file.
A virtual CD can be overwritten only if it is not in use. Start Virtual CD TS Administration
(Start / Programs / Virtual CD 5 TS / Administration) to check whether the CD in question is in
use.
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?
!
?

The data on a virtual CD in a virtual drive is accessible in the Windows Explorer, but the CD label
is not displayed.
This is a problem with the “Refresh” function in the Windows Explorer, which sometimes occurs
when there is a CD-ROM in the physical CD drive of the terminal server.
Although Virtual CD TS Administration shows that a given CD is not currently inserted in any
virtual drive, that virtual CD cannot be overwritten, nor can its properties be edited.

!

A virtual CD can be overwritten, or its properties changed, only if its image file can be opened in
“write” mode. The first prerequisite for this is that the virtual CD is not in a virtual drive. Windows
sometimes blocks files, in which case it may take some time after ejecting the virtual CD before the
image file data can be overwritten.

?
!

The virtual drives mapped for a given user are not displayed when that user opens a terminal server
session.
Open the Virtual CD TS Administration program (Start / Programs / Virtual CD 5 TS / Administration) to check the drive settings for the user in question.
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